
Line Life, I do not want to return
1: You catch me for palm, and you say affectionately me that you love. I know it . But when at last I kiss you, it pleases me so but you depart . Then, you try to find me, and explain , that we must not hurry with it. I would like have you near only, and did not run away that You . You did not run away that.
* I say it, that we are loved , but it can not be so that we run away from it. So, for example, sincerely, we unbe suitable for relationship. 
R: You have made it that not valid, forget time already. You have made something become I that to the end life me, and well. Again not say  me that we should return to it. Again not say  me that you will say it one more time. Because I do not want to return I for it, they let's forget about all. 
2: There was about you about all that between we not think already forget already. It can try should at the end, intrude to my life and? Sufficiently you mum  already, you have been made none better. It leave in peace and it remember  that I do not exist for you . 
* I say it, that we are loved , but it can not be so that we run away from it. So, for example, sincerely, we unbe suitable for relationship. 
R: You have made it that not valid, forget time already. You have made something become I that to the end life me, and well. Again not say  me that we should return to it. Again not say  me that you will say it one more time. Because I do not want to return I for it, they let's forget about all. 
* Find highest time already second half of , and put off it on flank that old. But however, I can not forget about you so simply, nothing from it! 
R: You have made it that not valid, forget time already. You have made something become I that to the end life me, and well. Again not say  me that we should return to it. Again not say  me that you will say it one more time. Because I do not want to return I for it, they let's forget about all. I will not return to old history. There will be better as you will be.
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